Serving: Carvel, Darwell, Drayton Valley, Duffield, Entwistle, Evansburg, Fallis, Gainford,
Parkland County, Seba Beach, Tomahawk, Wabamun, Wildwood, Spruce Grove and Stony Plain.
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GYPSD Supports
Online Safety
Learning for Families

Submitted by GYPSD

On Tuesday, March 23,
2021, GYPSD partnered
with the Saffron Centre to
host a Division-wide community presentation on
online safety and supporting parents in talking to
children and youth about
the safe use of technology: CYBERWORLD: WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN YOUTH

PRESS SEND?
The Saffron Centre provides counselling services
and education to support
those who have been directly impacted by sexual
violence.
Participants
learned
about the popular websites, games, and apps that
are popular with children
and youth, as well as the
legal consequences and

the potential dangers that
may occur with online use.
Helpful tips on starting
conversations with children
and youth about online
safety were also shared.
Another great opportunity to assist our parents and
communities with valuable
information and resources
from the Division and its
many education partners!

May Discovery Box at
Tipple Park museum
Submitted by Melissa
Killick, Tipple Park Museum
Aloha!
We are creating new and
innovative program ideas
during this pandemic season here at Tipple Park museum located in Evansburg,
Alberta. Recently, we have
introduced our monthly
discovery box that allows
Children to explore and
learn a new culture or his-

toric figure. Each box costs
$20.00.
For the month of May Children will get to learn about
Hawaiian Culture with
hands on activities and visuals. The box will include:
how to make a lei, craft and
design a turtle, learn Hawaiian language and culture, search and find, learn
how to hula dance, activity
sheets, Hawaii postcards
and learn how to draw a hibiscus flower. If ten boxes

are sold there be a draw for
a Ukulele!
Also, for each box sold,
$1.00 will be donated to Marine Institute’s Maui Ocean
Center to help injured Sea
Turtles.
If you would like to order a discovery box please
pre-order before May 4th
by emailing tippleparkmuseum@gmail.com or phone
780.727.2240.
Happy Discovering!
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LILSA Lake Water Quality Survey
Submitted by LILSA

Lake Isle and Lake Ste.
Anne (LILSA) is interested
in hearing the viewpoints
on lake water quality from
residents & general users
at Lake Isle & Lac Ste Anne
Lake. Our primary goal
from this survey is to find
out the current knowledge
base around the water quality, overall lake health, and
your major concerns surrounding it.

This survey is completely
anonymous, however if you
would like any further information or would be willing to take any additional
follow up surveys, you can
leave your contact information at the end of the
survey. Providing us with
your contact information
also gets you entered into a
draw for a gift card to a local business. This survey is
available until June 15, 2021
LILSA, a non-profit society, is committed to promoting the preservation of
Lake Isle and Lac Ste Anne
Lake, located 40 minutes
west of Edmonton, Alberta.
Our goal is to maintain and
improve the quality of the
water. Our society is run
entirely by volunteers.
Please go to the LILSA
website https://www.lsawaterquality.com/ and click on
‘Take Survey Now’ which is
located on our homepage.
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Questioning the
Government on
the Arrival of
More Vaccines

Gerald Soroka, Member of
Parliament for Yellowhead,
asked the following question
today during Question Period.
He asked: “Madam Speaker, as
other countries are coming out of
this pandemic, small communities in my riding, such as Breton, are just beginning to receive
their first doses because of the
Liberals’ failure on procurement.
Many of these communities have
expressed concerns with delay
and uncertainty of the timeline
getting their first and second
doses. In March, witnesses at the
health committee confirmed the
off-label interval was a decision
exclusively based on procurement schedules. When will we get
enough vaccines so we can stop
rationing and use the manufacturers’ recommended interval?”
Reply: Mr. Steven MacKinnon
(Parliamentary Secretary to
the Minister of Public Services

and Procurement, Lib.):
“Madam Speaker, I know that
the member will join me in hoping that the citizens of his riding in Yellowhead and, indeed,
all Canadians have access very
soon to the dose and the evidence
is their first dose will be coming
very quickly. The 50 million vaccine doses that we are expecting
by the end of June are, of course,
more than enough to cover the
first dose and, indeed, will make
a significant dent in the second
dose for all Canadians. We know
that Canada is third in the G20
in getting that first dose to its
citizens. We all look forward to
the end of this pandemic and I
know the hon. member joins me
in encouraging his citizens to get
vaccinated when it is their turn.”
The video of the exchange can
be found at: https://www.facebook.com/1709115205842639/
videos/247866467124656
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A Buyer’s Guide To Home
Air Conditioning Systems
Few experiences provide as
much relief as walking into a
cool room on a hot summer
day. Air conditioning systems
make such experiences possible, and homeowners’ decision
in regard to which one to install
in their homes is significant.

Homeowners may not know
where to begin in regard to
finding the right air conditioning system for their home. According to the Air-Conditioning,
Heating, & Refrigeration Institute, the best systems provide
steady, dependable perfor-

mance for many years when
sized correctly for the home.
Correct installation and routine
maintenance also can ensure
homeowners’ air conditioning
systems withstand the test of
time.
How do I know which size is

best?
When shopping for new air
conditioning systems, homeowners must consider a host
of factors to ensure they get
the best match. The AHRI notes
that the home’s age, the number and quality of its windows,
how well it’s insulated, the
number of stories it has, and its
square footage are among the
factors to consider. Homeowners can benefit from working
with trained technicians who
can investigate each of these
factors and recommend the
correct system. The AHRI recommends homeowners ask
their technicians to perform a
Manual J analysis, which is a
standardized formula that can
help homeowners get the perfect system for their homes.
What about energy efficiency?
Energy efficiency is an important consideration when
purchasing a new air conditioner for a home. Energy rates vary
depending on where a person
lives, but rates remain pretty
high across the board. The Energy Information Association
notes that residential electricity
rates increased throughout the
United States by about 15 percent between 2009 and 2019.
An energy-efficient unit can
help homeowners save considerable amounts of money,
so homeowners can ask their
technicians to recommend energy-efficient units that suit
their homes. A unit that adequately cools a home without
consuming a lot of costly electricity should be every homeowner’s goal. The U.S. Department of Energy employs the
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating, or SEER, to inform consumers about the efficiency of each
air conditioner. This rating is
noted on the Energy Guide® label on each unit, and the higher
the number, the more efficient
the unit.
Home air conditioning systems are costly. But the right
choice of unit can keep homes
cool without costing homeowners a fortune in energy costs.
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Streamline Your
Outdoor Living/
Dining/Playing Area

Be ready when spring arrives
to get busy sprucing up your
home’s exterior and its outdoor living space. Invest family
time to envision which projects
would transform it into a more
organized, inviting retreat from
the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Do doors, door frames,
porches/railings, gates, decks,
patios, and outbuildings need
to be cleaned, repaired, repainted or replaced? Do you need
more furniture, flower boxes or
play equipment like cornhole
boards?
Once a project list is made,
visit your local Woodcraft store,
go online at woodcraft.com, or
use a Woodcraft catalog and
call 800-225-1153 to stock up on
all the tools, materials and supplies you need. Woodcraft store

employees can help with advice
about products and projects,
technical support is available at
800-535-4486, and woodcraft.
com offers how-to articles and
videos.
Woodcraft Magazine Classic
Project Plans make it easy to
build the inviting Swing Bed
(pictured), as well as picnic tables, benches, hand grill carts,
potting benches, Adirondack
chairs, and much more.
Restoring Outdoor Projects,
a Woodcraft blog, offers tips to
make Adirondack chairs and
other wood pieces and structures look new again. Download
the free PDF at https://www.
woodcraft.com/blog_entries/restoring-outdoor-projects.

Continued on Page 8
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Streamline Your Outdoor Living/Dining/Playing Area
Continued from Page 7
Cleanup & Repairs
Howard
Clean-A-Finish
Wood Soap easily breaks
down grease, grime and wax
on all wood surfaces. It effec-

tively cleans without ammonia
or bleach by using a traditional blend of gentle yet powerful, natural soaps. Use it also
on plastics, upholstery, carpet
and vinyl.
Blue Bear Paint and Ure-

thane Stripper (SOY-Gel®) is
Franmar Chemical’s effective,
effortless and odorless coating
remover made from soybeans
and natural elements.
Briwax ChaiRX is an easy solution for repairing loose chair
joints. Inject ChaiRX into a
small hole you drill in the joint,
and the thin unique formulation will penetrate the wood
cells to permanently swell the
joints and bond them together. In 12 hours, the chair will be
wiggle-free. For other gluing
tasks, consider Titebond III Ultimate Waterproof Glue, a waterproof adhesive designed for
interior and exterior use that
has superior strength, is unaffected by finishes, and cleans
up with water.
Building
For layout tasks, pick the Pinnacle Combination Square blade, square head and center

finder. The 12” blade features
extra fine graduations in 8ths,
16ths and 32nds. Combination
head has a scribe and spirit
level.
Saw wood to size with the
Festool CARVEX PS 420 EBQPLUS Jigsaw that can cut up
to 43/4” wood beams, as well
as aluminum and steel. The
Razorsaw Ryoba handsaw
from Gyokucho, also a powerful cutting tool, has ripping
and crosscutting teeth on opposite sides and an adjustable
pivot point for angled cutting
in tight spaces.
Norton Hand Sanding Kits
cover most sanding chores.
Detail Sander fits well in hardto-reach places. Finishing
Block Sander makes general
sanding quick and comfortable.

Continued on Page 9
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Streamline Your Outdoor Living/Dining/Playing Area
Continued from Page 8
The Montana Brand 4-in1 Drill and Driver comes in a
10-piece set that includes all
you will need to drive #6, #8,
#10, and #12 screws. Add the
Montana Brand 3-Piece HD
Self-Centering Plug Cutter
Set - unique in the woodworking industry - and you
are ready to build in the outdoors.
For fastening, consider the
handy Freeman 23-Gauge 1”
Pinner & 2” Brad Nailer Combo Kit.
Finishing
If color is a factor in painting an outdoor project, select
General Finishes Milk Paint,
available in 33 colors. This
high-tech, water-based acrylic paint is durable, easy to apply and rated for interior and

exterior use. Colors may be
mixed or used with General
Finishes water-based Glazes
and Wood Stains to create
decorative finishes and effects.
Other coverings for outdoor
projects include:
· General Finishes Exterior
450 Varnish is for outdoor
use. UV absorbers minimize
fading, and mildewcides
help retard mold and fungus
growth. It is ready to sand in
one hour.
· System Three Marine Spar
Varnish is a urethane-enhanced film finish formulated to protect against the
harshest salt water and marine environments, as well as
protect outdoor projects.
To apply coverings by
hand, consider Redtree Onyx
White China Bristle Brush-

es (solvent-based finishes)
or Redtree Matey Synthetic
Bristle Brushes (water-based
finishes).
For
spraying,
the
HOMERIGHT Super Finish
Max features a built-in 450-

watt sprayer, eliminating
the need for a hose or motor
to move around. Spray milk
paint, chalk-style paint, latex
paint, enamels, primers, urethanes, stains and varnishes.
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Response to MLA Mark Smith

Submitted by Peter Willott

The April 20 publication presented a message from MLA Mark
Smith regarding the New Curriculum. I seek to respond.
When the New Curriculum was
shared, an introductory paragraph
stated: “Unlike the previously
proposed curriculum, which was
constructed to teach students
concepts, the government is now
adopting a philosophy that there is
a common cache of knowledge every child should know, and which
should be taught in chronological
order.” It seems to copy heavily
from curricula in the United States,
which is rather silly, since Canada
has a better record in Education.
It is true that facts are important. However, simple facts are not
much unless you are playing Trivial Pursuit. Facts are easy to find
when and if needed. Their understanding is not. Without concepts,
facts are merely disjoint pieces
of data, without use until placed
within the context of a concept.
Simple facts do not lead to true
education. Ask your trained pet or
your iPad.
An example from Mathematics
might show the reason for conceptual context. In language, even
a four year old understands that
“Joe went to the store” and “I went
to the store” means that both of
them went to the store. That four
year old knows the concept behind
the Distributive Property of mathematics. That concept can help
carry the four year old through
the factoring of quadratic equations and university calculus. The
‘basic facts’ are rather trivial. The
multiplication tables are basic, admittedly; good teachers do not just
drill them, though. Good teachers
introduce them via patterns, or
through gimmicks such as ‘rectangular numbers’ that use the Commutative Property to simplify the
memorization as well as lead into
studies of area, etc. When similar
relationships will be encountered,
the student can learn them easily.
In English, many people seem
to have difficulty with confusion
of “they’re” and “their” and even
“there.” Also between “it’s” and “its.”
Memory drills have not given them
a conceptual understanding that
the apostrophe is used primarily
to indicate a missing letter over its
use in a possessive. Possessives
are often mistaken for plurals, and

vice versa. That is where placing
“facts” over “concepts” fails us all.
In Social Studies the New Curriculum is often not pertinent to
student ages or backgrounds. To
a Grade Two student, what is the
meaning or the need of knowing
Genghis Khan being born where
and when it happened, or which
king did what to whom? Those
facts may never again arise in his/
her lifetime. The youngster is still
not sure who is the mayor, or know

about the three levels of his own
governmental structure.
Surely the Grade Twoer should learn
about those before hearing about
Caligula or Timon.
In Science, the emphasis, in
Grade Two, at least, is supposedly placed on Inquiry and Testing
to discover things such as buoyancy. This sounds rather like the
true discovery in Mathematics,
which the New Curriculum does
not want. Teachers start from, and
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build on, students’ knowledge and
concepts. However, despite the
fact that children have seen coffee
cups and drains, neither solubility
nor viscosity is discussed.
It is time for a rewrite. This time,
perhaps teachers could really be
involved and UCP ideology ignored. Oh, yes, perhaps we might
also learn some ideas from the extensive reviews done by the previous administrators of the province.
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Classified Ads - Call 962-9228
Services

Computers

Feed & Seed

Stump Grinding For Hire Alberta Beach & Surrounding
Areas. Call 780-779-3589 (30) 1304

FREE COMPUTER CHECK UP Repairs NOT over $50. Get today
good clean laptop for ONLY $150.
FREE repairs for single parents
and NO income. Upgrades,
Screens, Batteries, Parts. Save
photos, documents from old
computers. WANTED: old, used,
broken computers - Will clear
ALL data. Call 780-892-2407 (21)
23-02

Red Clover & Alsike seed for sale,
call 780-727-4275 (2) 27-04

WANTED: Standing Timber. Are
you looking to cut your woodlot
before pine beetles or forest fires
destroy it? Top dollar paid. Call
Paul 780-706-1470 (12) 27-04

Firewood
Outlaw Firewood Sales – Wood
starting at $150 per cord, dry
split firewood, Pine, Tamarack
and Birch. Small and bulk
volumes available, full logging
truck loads, delivery available, no
fee if within 80km of yard. TEXT
780-621-7200 (26) 05-01

Vehicles
2004 Ram Dodge pickup,
252,000 kms, $4800. Call 780914-0343 (2) 27-04

Miscellaneous
Cow Manure dirt for sale,
Magnolia area, Call Jim 780-8964408 (2) 27-04

Buy & Sell

I Buy Gun Collections, World War
2 collectibles, Call Jay Love for a
quote 780-686-1350 Stony Plain
(28) 03-11-20

For Rent
Available, 2 Bdrm ($825) in
Entwistle Bldg. at 4932-50A
Avenue, DD $300. Tenant pays
power, Smoke Free Bldg. Please
call/text Ivanka 780-807-1300 (4)
13-04 OG
Completely renovated Motel
in Onoway, AB. offering daily,
weekly or monthly rentals. All
utilities included, 55 inch tv with
Satellite.
Double bedrooms,
furnished
bachelors
with
full kitchen and furnished 1
bedrooms with full kitchen
available. Starting at $950 + tax.
Please call for viewing, 780-9674420 or 780-945-1723. www.
onowayinnandsuites.com (4) 2004 OG
Onoway 1 & 2 Bedroom Suites
for Rent. Clean, quiet, secure
building with reasonable rent,
780-967-5857, 780-920-3652 (4)
20-04
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